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HEAT PUMPS - AIR CONDITIONING - REFRIGERATION - AIR HANDLING - HEAT EXCHANGE - NA 14.638 A

Comfort units

 

n R1 pack with occupancy sensor for use in offices
n R+ pack with CO2 sensor for use in meeting rooms

Occupancy sensor

Diffuser

R1E motor ised damper (15-45 m3/h)

dia. 125 mm
fresh air 
opening

*Schematic diagram. Actual positions of components not shown.

 R1 pack

*

Save energy and optimise 
the air quality in office 
buildings

Occupancy sensor
(fits into suspended ceilings)

Wall-mounted CO2 
sensor

These systems are designed for offices, meeting rooms and 
other spaces with varying occupancy rates.
They help to keep down energy costs caused by air changes 
by adjusting the flow of fresh air to actual room occupancy 
rates.
Since the treatment of fresh air accounts for up to 70% of the 
heating and cooling needs in office buildings, this adjustment 
in the flow of fresh air results in significant energy savings.

R1 pack foR offices
Draw fresh air into rooms only when they are occupied: 
-  R1E motorised damper with dual path calibrated to fresh 

air and controlled by an occupancy sensor recessed in a 
ceiling tile:
a 1 minimum air flow to ensure clean, healthy air in the room.
a 1 nominal air flow when the room is occupied.

n  Example of a system with U model COMFORT LINE.
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Comfort units

FRESH AIR CONTROL
R+ pack foR youR meeting Rooms
Adjust the amount of fresh air according to the number of people present in your meeting rooms.
-  The R+E modulating damper with automatically calibrated minimum flow adjusts the amount of incoming fresh air to the amount 

of CO2, which varies with number of people inside a room, to maintain clean and healthy indoor conditions.

n Example of a system using U model COMFORT LINE with a CIAT “COADIS COMBI” diffuser.

General note regarding installation:
-  The intake and exhaust fans on fresh air handlers must be fitted with a variable speed drive (pressure sensor on the air 

distribution duct).
-  The fresh air temperature must be kept constant so as not to affect the control loop on the comfort units (risk of rapid drift in 

the ambient temperature).
Note **: the network balancing system is not supplied by CIAT (max. air flow for speed of 4.5 m/s.).
(1) Max. recommended fresh air flow: COADIS LINE: 90 m3/h/COMFORT LINE: 200 m3/h
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dia. 125 mm fresh air opening

Diffuser

*Schematic diagram. Actual positions of components not shown.
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R+ pack

Diffuser

dia. 125 mm fresh air 
opening

R1 PACK
For use in OFFICES
Flush-mounted occupancy sensor + Motorised damper R1E dia. 125 mm as per data sheet 
N07127

Code 7180644 + 
7180646

R+ PACK
For use in MEETING ROOMS
CO2 sensor 2 (one per four comfort units maximum) + 230/24 V transformer
as per circuit diagram 7180642
Dia. 125 mm R+E damper + Modulating actuator (one per comfort unit)

Code 7382287 + 
5203542

Code 7180648

This document is non-contractual. As part of  its policy of  continual product improvement, CIAT reserves the right to make any technical modification it feels appropriate without prior notification.
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